Julia, a young Brazilian singer with no legal
immigration status, works under the table in a New
York restaurant and falls in love with her boss. The two
women live a romantic affair, eventually threatened by
Julia's abusive former employer.

JULIA SOUZA, 29, an aspiring Brazilian singer, completes her training as a waitress
at The Pub. After her shift, DAVIS, 50, the bar owner, calls her into his office to
discuss the position further. He digs into personal questions and, knowing that
Julia is undocumented, discloses how she could buy a fake SSN. Although aware
that a refusal jeopardizes her chance of being hired, Julia denies the offer.
Following her refusal, Davis gets aggressive and physically assaults her.
The next day, after a few unsuccessful attempts to land a new job, Julia notices
Laurie, a charming local restaurant. There, she meets BARBARA, 51, an alluring
restaurant owner who gives Julia a chance. At home, Julia shares the good news
with her beloved roommate IAN, 40, a queer visual artist who once was a
successful Drag Queen.
Julia befriends Barbara. Their realities couldn't be more different but the chemistry
between them is powerful. After a hectic night at Laurie, the two women get drunk
and kiss for the first time. Together, they begin to live a profound romance.
Their love is strong but threatened by the return of Davis when Barbara introduces
him as an old friend. Shocked, Julia questions Barbara about their relationship and
finally opens up about the assault.
Barbara confronts Davis. Vindictive and unsure if Julia has been publicly defaming
him, he harasses her until the day Julia gets arrested and faces deportation.

SYNOPSIS

CHARACTERS

JULIA
29, Brazilian, is outside
taking a break from
serving.
She's searching -slightly damaged -- and
whatever it is that she's
wearing tonight fits very
close to the body.

BARBARA
A striking woman who appears
her age, like a 51 year-oldperson naturally would.
Barbara stirs her WHISKEY
and stares off into space.

IAN
Julia's roommate.
A queer man with a peculiar
style, who once was a Drag
Queen.

They get close enough to the shore, the water touches their feet.
JULIA
Feel this.
BARBARA
The water?
JULIA
Isn't it beautiful?
It communicates with the moon.
Julia listens to the wavesJULIA (CONT'D)
I grew up by the ocean.
BARBARA
Tell me about it.
JULIA
It's so vast, so infinite. We can't own it.
We can't decide who is in it.
It's rarely unconfined.

DIRECTOR'S
STATEMENT

Foreign unveils, through the love story between two women –
a young Brazilian and a middle-aged American – the meaning
of the "other", in this case, the foreigner.
L'enfer, c'est les autres. The famous Jean-Paul Sartre
sentence talks about our tendency to see others as
responsible for transforming our private world into public
hell. Such an idea dialogues with the persecutory illusion, which,
for instance, triggered terrible historical events like the
Holocaust. Building on that idea, Toni Morrison, in The Origin
of Others, states that "Language can encourage, even
mandate, surrender, the breach of distances among us,
whether they are continental or on the same pillow, whether
they are distances of culture or the distinctions and
indistinctions of age or gender, whether they are the
consequences of social invention or biology”
To direct Julia's journey is to dig into my own experience as a
Brazilian woman. In Foreign, we leave behind the portrait of
suffering housemaids, and the overused story of the virile,
macho immigrant. The film investigates the delicate and
"subtle" life of an immigrant. A life that consists of happy
moments and romantic ties. It reinforces Ai WeiWei’s
idea that "nationality and borders are human-created
barriers to our intelligence and all other sorts of
possibilities."

TEAM

MA TROGGIAN is a native Brazilian based in NYC whose artistic
identity revolves around acting, writing, and music. She was
considered for Best Actress at Brazil's biggest film festival,
Gramado Film Festival, for her role in O Jardim Dos Amores de
Woody Allen, and is the co-founder of Evoé, an award-winning
collective dedicated to promoting Brazilian culture abroad.
In 2017, Ma had her playwright debut with Norma Jeane Was A
Brunette, a play she wrote and starred in. She recently finished
writing her first film, Foreign, which won best feature script at the
2020 Feedback LGBT Toronto Film Festival and got to the final round
of consideration for the 2022 Sundance Development Track.
Ma is also a trained DJ. She was the DJ and promoter of Lez Girls
Party, a monthly event created to support the LGBTQ+ community in
her hometown. In New York, Ma continued working with music
while creating the tracks Black Money and I Want Ur Luv, with
Grammy award-winning musician Bob Brockmann.
Most recently, Ma received the City Artists Corps Grant to curate
Make Music Don't Get Killed; A showcase highlighting queer
underrepresented artists from different backgrounds at Rubulad in
Brooklyn.

WRITER
&
ACTOR

GABRIELA RIBEIRO is a Brazilian Filmmaker who got her filmmaking
degree from PUCRS University in Brazil and made her directorial
debut with the documentary short Meus 18 Anos. Gabriela had the
intimate and unique experience of directing the experimental short
A Missão, which followed the journey of the famous theatre
company Terreira da Tribo as they put up the play The Mission by
Heiner Muller.
Later, Gabriela got an MFA in Directing at UNISINOS, where she
developed a theory and wrote an article about the relationship
between cinema and dreams.
In 2011, Gabriela moved to São Paulo to follow her studies with
screenwriter Eliseu Altunaga, who teaches at Cuba’s International
School of Film and TV, founded by Gabriel García Márquez. There,
Gabriela wrote, produced, and directed her most personal film:
Cutting, which won Best Short Film at the German 4Chances Film
Festival.
After Cutting, Gabriela moved to New York City for a year, where she
directed the lyric video for the song Black Money by Ma Troggian,
and the short film I Love This City.

DIRECTOR

